
Ship Name: ARTEMIS

IMO Number: 9366225

Date of Action: 3/19/2022

Port: Fort Macon

Ship Type: General Dry Cargo Ship

Flag: Latvia

Recognized Org: RINA Services S.p.A.

Deficiencies:

Action Taken: Detention

Recognized Security
 Organization (RSO):

Recognized Org 

(RO) Related:
Class Related

Organization Related 

to Detention:

Unit: Sector North Carolina

Ship Management:

Relevant Certificates:

Code - Category Description

15106 - Shipboard operations Objective evidence discovered in an expanded ISM 

examination revealed the following major 

nonconformity: The vessel failed to fully implement the 

requirements of the SMS. The vessel failed to fully 

establish maintenance to ensure the ship is maintained in 

conformity w/the provisions of the relevant rules.  This is 

made evident by deficiencies 02, 03, 04, and 05. Ships 

maintenance records state that the emergency generator 

and rescue boat steering were tested satisfactory by the 

ships crew six days prior. Deficiencies 06, 07, and 08 

show that this vessel did not meet the requirement to 

provide for safe practices in ship operation and a safe 

working environment. An external audit is required 

within 90 days.

04114 - Emergency source of power - 

Emergency generato

The condition of the ship and its equipment shall be 

maintained to conform with the provisions of the present 

regulations to ensure that the ship in all respects will 

remain fit to proceed to sea without danger to the ship or 

persons onboard. During check of the emergency 

generator PSCO discovered an excessive leak coming 

from lube oil drain line on turbo, which was falling onto 

the exhaust pipe that was smoking. In addition, the fuel 

oil rack cover on engine top was removed causing lube oil 

to pool and drip along sides of engine, creating a 

significant fire hazard onboard.

07115 - Fire-dampers The condition of the ship and its equipment shall be 

maintained to conform with the provisions of the present 

regulations to ensure that the ship in all respects will 

remain fit to proceed to sea without danger to the ship or 

persons onboard. During spot checks of the emergency 

dampers in the emergency generator, the crew was 

unable to close them as designed.  Upon further 

examination, PSCO noted the closing device was wasted 

which prevented activation in the event of fire onboard.

Charterers
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Baltnautic Shipmanagement Ltd

Waterway Shipping Ltd

Safety Equipment



11104 - Rescue boats Before the ship leaves port and at all times during the 

voyage, all life-saving appliances shall be in working 

order and ready for immediate use. During testing of 

rescue boat, PSCO observed the steering cable was 

broken which failed to operate as desgined.  Took crew 

approximately 20 minutes to rig the cable so it would 

operate.


